Haliburton Veterinary Services
PO Box 990, 1014 Peninsula Road
Haliburton, Ontario K0M 1S0
705-457-2087
haliburtonveterinaryservices@gmail.com
Jan 20, 2022
Dear Clients,
I hope this letter finds everyone well, staying safe, and surviving life's challenges as we
all battle through this pandemic. It has been a difficult year for many people, with a lot
of changes and sacrifices that we have all had to make and endure. Unfortunately, those
changes have also happened at Haliburton Veterinary Services. We have been working
diligently this past year to accommodate regular cases, as well as the emergencies with
very long 12 hours days during the week and then Saturday service as well. However, we
have come to the conclusion that this is not working well. Therefore, it is with great
sadness, that we are discontinuing the large animal medicine and surgery portion of
Haliburton Veterinary Services. Due to a variety of factors (COVID, lack of support, lack
of staff) our situation has reached a point where we need to set new boundaries.
Therefore, in order to continue to function to the best of our ability as a small animal
only practice, we will be suspending the large animal portion of the practice after Feb
20, 2022. Up until that time we will continue to provide basic and emergency care when
we are open. Our hours of operation are also immediately changing, and those new
hours can be found on our website. As pet and livestock owners I understand and
empathize with you about the trepidation this decision will cause. In order to help
mitigate these changes, I urge you to check your animals daily, and to develop a
relationship with a different large animal practitioner. There are a few who come into
the area who are based out of Muskoka, Lindsay and Peterborough.
I want to thank you for all your support and understanding during this difficult time. I
have loved providing large animal services to this community and it is with a heavy heart
that I am making these choices.
Regards,
Aimee Coysh DVM

